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Soo Kim's new series, "A Week Inside Two Days," might make you think of 
painting and sculpture more than other photographs. The series features 
pictures of trees in the winter stripped of their leaves by the elements. On top of 
that, Kim has done some stripping of her own, carving shapes into the C-prints 
with a scalpel. The resulting works, which are mounted between sheets of 
Plexiglas, are lacy and sometimes layered and shadowy, with just enough 
dimensionality to evoke Brice Marden's calligraphic paintings or Eva Hesse's 
knotty sculptures instead of today's super-slick and often supersized 
photographs. 

The branching imagery in Kim's prints (all 2005) varies in complexity. In one of 
the simplest works, (In a Panting Whisper), she has cut out the bark of one tree, 
turning the tree into negative space defined only by its absence and by some 
piles of snow that linger on its missing branches. In one of the more 
complicated pieces, (They Suddenly Show Themselves), she has layered two 
prints, each incised with different branching patterns, to create a delicate, 
seemingly woven net- or nestlike effect. In another work, the underlying print is 
pink, lending a shock of color to the ghostly trees in the foreground. 

Trees were a smart choice. They are familiar enough to be deconstructed 
without losing recognizability. Plus, by deciding to "carve" out a tree, which 
itself so often carves a shape into the sky and which itself--in the form of 
wood---is so often carved, Kim has hit upon a subject rich with material and 
perceptual associations. 

This is not true of the three portraits included in her show. In one print, a man 
in a white sweater lies on a white rug, looking off to one side, where a pattern of 
starbursts has been cut into his field of vision. While not quite as explicit as a 
comic-book thought balloon, the notion that he is seeing fireworks in his mind's 
eye is obvious. And instead of adding depth to the work, the pattern appears 
merely decorative, like wallpaper. 

One of Kim's previous series featured straight photography (no cutouts) of 
airplanes from odd angles, and my guess is she included the portraits in this 
show to make it clear she's not a nature photographer, as well as to express a 
sense of dreamy interiority. She also gets a bit of personal drama into the 
pictures through parenthetical titles lifted from Jean Genet's stage directions in 
The Balcony, such as (She Looks at Her Languidly) and (After Reflection, 
Shrugging His Shoulders). But these titles--like the three portraits--are not 
really necessary: the pictures of trees themselves speak volumes about the 
tangled and intimate relationships between light and dark, presence and 



absence, and yes, paper and air. 
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